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A b s t r a c t 

We discuss how the description of a two-particle spin-1/2 system prepared in 

a singlet s ta te , a product s tate of definite total spin-projection and a specified 

mixture relates to the t P R conceptions of reality, locality and completeness 

and lo Jar re ts interpretations and representations of these concepts by prob

ability s ta tements . The importance of the state-preparation procedures and 

their relevance i» mis rontext is emphasized. The position of Bell's inequalities 

is also discussed. It is concluded that the inequalities have a limited power 

in di'cidiiin whether nr not a system requires a quanta! description and thai 

making a priori claims on reality and completeness is a too narrow scheme to 

clesr ' : l je quanta! phenomena. 



1 Introduction 
Alhert Einstein's unrest with the description of quantal phenomena has survived him 
and is still an incentive to both theoretical and experimental inquiries into questions 
pertaining to the interpretation of quantum mechanics. 

Einstein's unrest was first expressed in his famous paper "Zur Quantentheorie 
der Strahlung" [l]. where he pointed out as a weakness of the theory that it left the 
duration and direction of the elementary radiation processes to a statistical descrip
tion. Thf principally statistical nature of the quantal description was also Einstein's 
foremost concern in his discussions with Niels Bohr, where he tried, with the help 
of gcdankenexperiments, to circumvent the uncertainty relations [2]. This proved 
impossible, but did not settle Einstein's unrest. He now sought the origin of the 
unavoidable statistical nature of the quantal description in the incompleteness of the 
throry. The EPR paper [3] concludes thai the quantal description does not provide a 
camplctt description of the physical reality. To arrive at this conclusion, the authors 
formulate a necessary condition for a theory to be complete (EPR-C) and a sufficient 
criterion for physical reality (EPR-RC). EPR discuss the quantal description first of 
a system of one particle and then of a system of two particles that have interacted 
during a limili*d time interval. The question for the first system is whether or not 
momentum and position, as represented by two non-commuting operators, can both 
haw physical reality. EPR-RC cannot, because of its very formulation, be applied 
to settle this question. EPR nevertheless decide it in the negative. Their criterion 
is therefore nothing but an <* priori requirement on the concept of "physical real
ity". Kor a physical quantity to possess reality. EPR require it. to be dispersion-free. 
Since it is impossible to prepare a system in a quantal state which is at the same 
time dispersion free for two observables represented by non-commuting operators, 
the quanta! description is by delinition incomplete. Thus, while EPR make efforts to 
avoid philosophical predjudice, they still seem to fall victims of a wish to preserve the 
main features of a classical description of nature. It is then not very surprising that 
the application of EPR-RC on a two-particle system leads to the conclusion that the 
quanta! description is incomplete. 

In litis paper we discus:* how the description of a system of two spin-1/2 particles 
pn pared in three distinct states, a singlet s-state, a product state of definite total spin-
projection and ;i specified mixture, relate to the EPR concepts of reality (EPR-RC). 
locality (EPR I.) and completeness (EPR-C) and to .f.P.Jarret's f-j| interpr* tations 
and represent at ions of the same concepts by probability statements. Kurt her more, we 
emphasize tin* importance of the state preparation procedures am) their relevance sit 
11*is. roiih'xl. I lie position of Hells inequalities [">j. as well as their generalisations, is 
also diM if**ri\. 
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2 Reality: Bohr-Einstein Revisited 
As indicated above, F PR do not approve of the quantum mechanical description of 
nature, since in their view it does not provide a complete description of the physical 
reality, i.e. it does not give a detailed account of what happens to a single system [6, 
p. 668]. Einstein argued against the positivist critiscism that such a priori notions of 
reality should not be considered by claiming "existence" to be a mental construction 
that, given a conceptual system, may be regarded as probable or not on the basis of 
its ability of understanding empirical data [6, p. 669]. Using these considerations as 
the basis for a demonstration of the incompleteness of the quantum description, EPR 
constructed the following criteria, assuming them to grasp the essence in a complete 
description of nature [3]; 

E P R - R C // without in any way disturbing a system we can predict with certainty (i. 
e. with probability equal to unity) the value, of a physical quantity, then there 
exists an tlement of reality corresponding to this physical quantity. 

E P R - L Since at the time of measurement the two (particles) no longer interact, no 
real change can take place in the second (particle) in consequence of anything 
that may b( dont to the first (particU). 

E P R - C Every element of the physical reality must have a counterpart in the (com-
pldt'•) physical theory. 

Their subsequent discussion is then centered on the reality criterion, since it is 
this criterion that allows EPR to draw the conclusion that quantum mecanics gives 
an incomplete description of reality [7], Nevertheless, because the locality assumption 
EPR-L constitutes an integral part of the reality criterion, we realize that an essential 
requirement for the EPR analysis to be valid is that what happens to one subsys
tem cannot in any way depend upon what happens to another subsystem, spatially 
separated from the former. We may say that there is total separability. 

Hoh r defended the position that quantum mechanics represents a completely ra
tional description of physical phenomena [2, 8]. lie saw the necessity of a radical 
revision of our attitude towards the problem of physical reality as a result of the 
very existence of Planck's constant. Completely in accordance with EPR, Hoh r de
nied the possibility that a priori philosophical conceptions can provide the basis for 
an ascription of meaning u> the expression "physical reality" and held the view lJiat 
any meaning attached to this expression must he found by an appeal to experiments 
and measurements. Bohr's reply to HPH was therefore based on an analysis of the 
experimental arrangement* suited for the study i»f proper quantum phenomena, lie 
showed that certain physical quantities are not independent of the boundary londi 
t ions deli n i ni» the experiment. One is therefore for- i*d to deem the EPK-HC to contain 
.in essential anil nihility. Thus, HI spile of their millions formulation. EPR seem to rely 



on a priori philosophical conceptions when ascribing a meaning to the term "physical 
reality". 

We will in the following briefly review the two approaches by apply]i : ^m to 
a system of two spin-1/2 particles prepared in the singlet state. This St. . -i be 
described by | / = o) = ^- ( |ud) . - \du)t), where a, \u)z = + | u ) , and <rt \d)z ')3, 
CT, being the z-spin operator. After preparing the state, we suppose thai its sub- .nit 
evolution will conserve the total spin and that there will be no appreciable interaction 
between the \s of the system (EPR-L). If one now measures the z-spin on particle 
1 with the , ' + 2 1 * n e r pdui'lion of the wave packet will give us the transition 
\J = 0) i—• \u >m which we deduce that the z-spin of particle 2 is -£. Hence, 
oy assuming th< ity criterion to be valid, we may assign to the z-spin of particle 
2 an element of .eality, and because locality is also assumed, the z-spin must have 
been an attribute of particle 2 even before the measurement. However, since \j = 0) 
is rotalionally invariant this holds for any component of the spin of particle 2, which 
means that all its spin-components must possess reality simultaneously before the 
measurement. But the quantum state, since [<Xff,0",a] ^ G\ can specify at most one 
component without dispersion. We are then lead to the conclusion, using EPR-C, 
that the statevector does not provide a complete description of all elements of reality 
pertaining to the second p.irtirle. 

Since the spin-ope-,itoi> are bounded it is not immediately evident how a coun
terargument could be constructed in analogy with Bohr's analysis of the double-slit 
experiment in his reply to KPR. The following discussion is, however, an attempt 
towards this end. 

With [S*..S'!n + S\i]] = 0, where S = £"> + 5 ( 2 ) , we realize that apart from a 
definite total spin i lie properties of the system of two spin-1/2 particles together with 
spin-conservation assigns a definite value of the sum of the spin-components of the 
two particles alon» a given axis f to the system if it is prep.in <l in e.g. a singlet state. 
If we decide to measure the spin of one of the particles along this axis, finding it to 
be J ' we know from the doscrr'lion of the singlet state that the spin of the other 
particle must he - *. From the l.Pit-RC, the reality of the r-component of the spin of 
the second particle then follows, i.e. we have a reduction */ = o\ »-• 1»^),. .Now, we 
can write \ud). = 4 j (U = 0) + \J - 1, A/ = 0)), indicating that the product state 
does not contain a definite total spin. Kqually, by [-S.-S'r] ^ 0, it does not assign 
a sharp value to the sum of the spin romponeiits of the particles alone the j-axis. 
This means that if we were to perform a spin-measurement on one of iSn- particles 
alone, the s axis immediately after the first reduction has taken pla"<\ we could no 
longer infer from the knowledge of the state t»f the system what would he the result 
of the corresponding measurement on I lie other particle. The first reduction has 
destroyed the (orrelalions ihat were initudlv present in the singlet slate, showing 
that the KI'U assumption of separability do«*s not hold. The measurement of the spin 
causing the firs' reductinu has indeed inlluenced 1 lie pari trie nut directly measured 
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upon, though not through any transmitted signa! or by a mechanical disturbance. 
Rather it I1.1- been an influence on the "conditions which define the p<>-*ib(e types 
of predictions rf gard ing the future bfhaviour of the system" [8]. In our example, the 
mentioni-d "condition" is the conservation of angular momentum which after the first 
reduction no longer applies, i.e. can no longer be used to infer anything about the 
spin-components of the second particle from a measurement of the spin-component 
of the first particle. Since a measurement thus may imply a "disturbance" through 
an influence on these "conditions", this kind of influence constitutes the ambiguity of 
the ERR reality criterion. Then the EPR conclusion (hat all spin-components must 
possess reality even hi f ore the measurement cannot be held. 

3 Reality as Expressed by Probabilities 
In the more recent deductions of Hell's inequalities [9. 10, 11, 12] the ni.Mii focus is 
on the notion of probabilities. Since the original motivation for the derivation of the 
inequality was to achieve a description of nature in terms of "real" hidden variables, it 
would be of interest to express the ERR criteria by probabilities, which subsequently 
will be compared lo the requirements needed for the deduction of the inequalities and 
to the quantum mechanical analysis. Moreover, since the ERR criterion» are minimal 
criterion*, i.e. Ao not pretend to exhaust all possible ways of recognizing physical 
reality, a certain latitude in their transformation into probability statements is to be 
expected 

KRU ( is expressed by observing that the probabilities related to the "elements 
of realitv" must be confined to the set {0,1}. For a system of two spin-1/2 part teles, 
we ni.1. denote ihe joint probability of measuring the spin as ±J along the ,1 \e- ft 
and m of part it Irs 1 and 2 respectively as /I(±T7, ±m). where 

P ( ± H . ± " I ) € {0.1}. (1) 

For this example, an operational definit ion of the locality cr i ter ion ERR-1, could be 
to demand I hat the singles probabil i ty of observing I he spin-component of one of the 
particles along a given axis should not depend on whether or not another device tha i 
p rm ule- tin* possibil i ty of making a measurement on the other particle is introduced 
into 1 !n . ipparalus. i e. the act of introducing another measuring device should ' be 
applicable for signalling purposes. This interpretation has been suggested by .1 arret 
and Sliti-uiiiy [ I , \'.\\. In the previously introduced notation ERR I, then . . in be 
expressed .is * condit ion on the marginal p iobabi l i ly : 

/»i i li. • iii) /'I t /;'. > in i f fi £ ri. m I • /M t ""). ( J ) 

Mrhough this tnrerpret. i tn' i i of I b i \ i> in the -pint <>f ERR. tt does not '0111,011 
flte " i f i f luef i . e" "Il f he \ri\ pos^bdl lv to dr l i i ie I be ph% •»)« ,d i}ij,ilit j l jes j j j \ o l \ ed ,is 
pointed out b\ |t>.lit 

I 
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Applied to a system of two spin-1/2 particles prepared in a definite spin state, 
completeness as defined by KPR-C would ascribe to each particle a definite spin and 
at least one definite spin-projection after the two particles have ceased to interact, i.e. 
the description of the state of the system should allow all the relevant spin-observablcs 
of the individual particles to be dispersion-free. For a given spin of the two-particle 
state, quantum theory equally ascribes a definite total spin, but no definite spin-
projections to the individual particles composing the system. To expect that it is 
possible to construct a complete theory in the KPR sense by appealing to so-called 
hidden variables thus amounts to assuming that the quantum of action can be totally 
neglected for the space of the same hidden variables. 

Nevprtlieless. there exists a formal analogy between a classical and a quantal de
scription of a spin-system as expressed by Poisson-brackets and commutator relat ions 
respectively. Classically only the length of the spin and one of its components can be 
invariant under rotation. Kquivalently, in the quantal description only the length and 
one spin-component can be simultaneously dispersion-free. In the first case these con
siderations equally apply to the description of the spins of the individual particles of a 
two-particle system I hat has been prepared in a state of definite total spin if the parts 
of the system can be considered as being without significant reciprocity. However, 
with the transition from the classical to the quantal level, i.e. from Poisson-brackets 
to commutator relations, a description on the individual level no longer is possible. 

The KPR demand on a theory to be accepted as complete is not easily stated in 
definite terms. In the above case of a system of two spin-1/2 particles, one possi
bility, due to Jarret [l]. is the following relation, expressed in terms of conditional 
probabilities: 

/>(±77 | + »i) = pi±ii,*rh) = p(±n \ -m). (.'!) 

The completeness condit ion on this form asserts that , for particles localized according 
to (2), a specification of the outcome of a spin measurement on one of the particles 
has no consequences for the predicted probabilit ies for the outcomes of a subsequent 
spin measurement on the other parl icle, i.e. p{±rt \ ±t7i) — / I ( ± I 7 ) . 

A* cording to the above discussion, any theory that admits the notion of "elemen's 
of real i ty" as defined by K P I M K ' for its observables is deterministic in the sense (1). 
l-'ruin loci i l i lv and completeness asserted a> in (2) and (3), one then obtains what 
.buret denotes "st rong local i ty" and Shimouv "outcome independence". In the above 
notation this is expressed as 

; I ( ±M . ±ni) = /»|(±»)/M±'")- ( l ) 

We realize that the strong locality '•* the locality condit ion of the o b j r c t i w Umt) 
theories | ( ) l 1 ) of Clanger and l loruc [!>]. Assuming strong locality for an isolated 
s i - . i nn , » g -i " la le nf zero total "p in . determinism is obtained for certain ohsrrv 
ablcs, e g the spin 11 impolicies along the axis i7 t.f the indiv idual pari icles of I he s\s 
I n n If this st.itc is imoherei i l . H is pr*-dn led that ;»( * u. 4 n) n,l + »'/'•( +») 0. 
/.( M*. N I ;>,l Mi' i / i j i ri) l lD). /'I ri. M/'t ;»,( « l j » j ( 4 » i D| I I. /t| "*. r/| 



/'i( — "*)/'j( — f?) = u - i-**- a " probabilities involved woul<J take the values unity or zero. 

It is possible to arrive at this result solely based on the assumptions of locality, com

pleteness and conservation of total spin. Since both conservation and locality are 

reasonable assumptions, the pure entangled states of quantum mechanics, which are 

not deterministic in the sense (I) , must necessarily be incomplete. It has been sug

gested by Jarret [1] that this is an essential part of the reasoning in the EPR paper, 

motivating their reality criterion. However, by accepting the EPR-R.C in its form (1), 

we realize that the above argumentation also can be taken as an incentive for the 

completeness condition as given by (3). 

ft could be argued that this interpretation of completeness does not fully cor

respond to EPR-C since it does not explicitely account for "every element of the 

reality". Nevertheless, the assertion of completeness on the form (3) ensures the fun

damental point of EPR-RO, i.e. the characterization of an "clement of reality" by 

conditional probabilities, and as such is consistent with the essential aspects of the 

EPR proposal. 

When reflecting on this argument, one should remember that, according to Pauli 

[M|. Einstein expressed himself against the opinion that rigorous determinism is essen

tial for his ideas on reality. Rather than focusing on determinism, Einstein emphasizes 

thai quantum mechanics .should be regarded as giving an incomplete description of 

the physical reality since superpositions of wave-functions, which presumably could 

be eigenfnnrtions for certain observables, also are acceptable as valid descriptions of 

a physical system. Thus, if quantum theory is regarded as correct and complete, it 

must be interpreted as providing a description iti terms of rnstmblts only. Moreover, 

this description would be of principal nature, implying that no account in terms of 

individual systems could be hoped for. In the above discussion, however, we have 

only considered the argumentation of the EPH article. 

Furthermore, it is noticed that by proposing (3) as a minimal demand on a theory 

of n two particle spin- I/'J system in order to accept it as complete, we do also make it 

possible to test * j-j/t-rimt ntnlty whelher or nol a system can admit a complete theory. 

Since EPH expect that it is possible to provide a. in their sense, complete description 

of physical reality applicable to all .systems, this consequence is, however, definitely 

not in the spirii of the EPU program. 

4 Reality and the Quantum Description 
In view of the foregoing discussion we now want lo examine the quantum state de 

script ion more closek, < imceui rating on «HI analysis of flic properties of the qti.inf rim 

stales in relation to the reality and Im.dity criterion* of the EPU paper a> repre 

s-rnird bv ')('• IIIMI\#- probability statements and on Hohr's inl ical (omiiientH. \Ve 

will disiern between the general 'titaugh'd stale, ill** mixture and lin* product stale. 

WIIMII will be represented bv density malriies denoted b\ />. W and P respe< tive|\. 

and again himl the ibs< u-.sion to 1 fie * .• e of Ivio *q»in I /'J pari l< les \s an example 



of the entangled state we take the singlet state, as a mixed state we choose the case 

containing a mixture of spins along (lie axes defined by the direct ions fi and ?n, and 

for the product stale the case of the particles having definite spin-components along 

the mentioned axes. The density matrices are then given by [15] 

Pu = - ( 1 :•: 1 - f7, ;•: <r, - a-2 :•: o 2 - fx-, ;•: < r 3 ) 

r = r:7-r.r-
ffere, /'£ = r-{ [ ± rr • ;7) and J'* . ' 1 i r - u n . u - r he pn -jet fors of the spins along 

the axes M and in of particles 1 and 2 respectively, while (Tt,i = 1.2,3, are the Pauli-

matrices. The probabilities of observing I he .-pli, of particle 1 along rT and (he spin 

of particle 2 along in in the state p is given b\ p\j_n.±w) = Tr[l'± CO Q*±p)-

We proceed by examining the states represented by p0, W and P with regard to 

the criteria KPIt-KC. KPK I. and KPK-C a> teim-sentd bv the equations (1), (2) and 

(-1). 

The pure state p0: It is known from KPH discussion that the reality criterion can

not be met. For the state | / = o) = ^ ( M ; ~ \ d u ) t ) = ^ ( M r ~ l r f u > ^ 

according to KPH it should be possible to assign an element of nudity to both 

the x and / . i iinjM.ii'-nt-. of t he spin of one of the particles by a measurement of 

tln> corresponding observable on the other particle. However, as pointed out in 

Mohr's analysis, this is in conl rati i d ion with the constraints set on the system by 

the experimental arrangement needed for the measurement of the relevant ob 

scrvahles. ('otisequeul ly, in the quantal representation of the state, the particles 

arc nun separable, and Bohrs argument as given in section 2 applies. 

The locality properly will generally be true also for the entangled slates (>r 

quantum mechanics. Take again p0 = ^(1 ;•: 1 - tr, ;-; rr, - a2 ;•; n2 - (*.\ '.-'. T:i). 

Our analysis gives p[±ii, •fh) - j = *»i(±*7). showing that the state is local 

act urdmg to our definition, 

lor />,, 'he fol low in i* conditional probabilities are obtained: 

p[ ± F I | n/'i! _• I I ? it in) 

pi in | -tii] - | I ± n in) 

I Jus ijni's ;.| f ti i • tn) £ p{ i it | in), implying incompleteness 

lu i lir' abuvr .list iissi.ni it was a^umed I hat systems prepare*) in pure states rnnnot 

be i!es< ribeif b\ ,in\ UlulerKing slrudure. i.e hidden variable** \ * Mlsjieiled. i l l * 

den>il\ m.i r r i \ /),, then is a lo< a I. but int omplete representation of the ph\*.n.d s\stem 

|)eterininisiii I lu-n im lunner I» apprehended as in the nV< ih-lnli of I I ) and I he pure 

sMIr hr,„r i.inin»» !»• . \ | . n tn l I.. ...m/.h with I 'THI I * ' 



T h e m i x t u r e s W : The KPR reality criterion does not relate to this representation 
of a two-particle spin-1/2 system. The mixture represents no definite total spin 
nor a definite value of the sum of all spin-components of the particles along 
a given axis, which we realize by Tr[W2) < 1. VV is a true mixture, i.e. it 
cannoi be leprr.sented In a vector in Ililbeit-.-p.ue. Then fore, no observables 
are dispersion-free, and no predictions can be made with certainty about the 
spin-components of one particle from ;i measurement made on the other. 

According to our analysis one obtains for measurements along the axes n and 

p{±n\*m') = ]{\ ± ( o + /*- •> - A ) » - » ' ) = p(±»') , 

i.e. the mix ture represented by W is local. 

Kor the conditional probabilities Lhc calculations give 

J(l+(o-.f+-,-.\)mm') 

•J(l-(«-,?+-»-A)rfl-m') 

As WHS the case with the entangled states, the discussion shows that the mixture 
is incomplete since general l> n( ±n' \ - m') ^ />(±»\ *»i') ^ 7>(±"' I + r »')-

The mixture represented by W is incomplete and indeterministic. It therefore 
c fin nut be expected to comply wi th the KPR reality cr i ter ion, even if we have noticed 
that no direct verification along the line sketched in the case of an entangled state 
is possible. Since the mixtures give rise to predictions obeying Hell's inequalit ies, 
contrary to the case of a pure state, it would he interesting to know whether a 
reasonable reality cr i ter ion that is met b\ \V «ould be constructed. Such a cr i ter ion 
should, because of t he si ,it i-*t ical i h.irai ter of W, be for mula led wit bin 1 he framework 
of a stat ist ical ensemble Indeed, a criterion satisfying I h e v conditions has hern 
introduced m the i Mentioned work by ( larm i io et al. [ I 1 j . Kufor innately, this cr i ter ion 
wil l not dist inguish between nurtures \ \ ,md pure -late> /» 

T h e p r o d u c t s ta tes P: IU arguing along the same lines as KPK for/» I P, it is evident 
l hat the re.tliU i r I ' I - I iofi (,in In* mel only by out definite spin <ouipoui*ul at a 
June (here u* and rn spm). l e it i.ui he apl>lied nnambie?oi|slv 

SMM e tin- prndm I sf.t ir m.iv be -.eeii .is ,\ spc< ial ca.se of a mixture represented 
1»\ .i deii-.it \ matr ix on 11n* form V\ . we conclude from I he above dis< uss ion of 
m i \ l Hies t hilt the prod I ii I -1.1 les are bo! h local -"*i d . -'tuple! e 

V. I- \ |M i fed to >m buret 's I||N( u->-ioii of I he KPR < nter ia, lot abtv alld i oinpleleneN-. 
est.ihhsh .|r i .- i n MI r- it i under ier t . in i exprriment. i l t ondil ions, i i* (hi* measurement 
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of (7 - .Lii-1 in .-pm-. 1 m.-- may be seen I*y looking at how the s t a t e lias been p repared 
(see Kigure 1). Krom the figure we realize tha t for a measurement of s p i n - c o m p o n e n t s 
parallel l lo t he axes delined by the S te rn- ( ie r lach magne t s , no ot her result t h a n a mere 
re prod u< I ion ol" t he results predicled by the s t a t e prepara t ion p rocedu re is possible. 
We also no t ice t ha i t h e p roduc t s t a ' e . as was t he case with t h e m i x t u r e s , general ly 
doe.*, not possess s h a r p to ta l spin ' . 1 he more general case. i.e. t he m e a s u r e m e n t of 
spin c o m p o n e n t s along a rb i t r a ry axes , then is not de terminis t ic since no definite spin-
componen t can be pred ic ted for one of t he part icles as t he result of a mesuremen t on 
t he o the r . K P K - l t C thus canno t be applied to establ ish a " rea l i ty" for t h e par t ic les . 

Krom the above inspect ion of s t a t e s and their proper t ies it is evident tha t KPH-
reali ly can oiilv be met by a descr ipt ion of the physical sys tem tha t is compU't in t he 
discussed sense. Also, it has been shown tha t this is the case only for special q u a n t u m 
Mates . I lie scope ol t he reality coii tept ot t he KKli a r g u m e n t a t i o n thus is l imited 
when appl ied to tin- q u a n t u m domain . This l imi ta t ion is linked to t h e d e t e r m i n i s m 
that follows from the \A'\i cri terion* when choosing this par t i cu la r formula t ion of 
comple t eness . However . a> was ment ioned above, de te rmin i sm is not t he decisive fac
tor when it comes to ob t a in ing predict ions t h a t do comply with t h e Hell- inequai i t ies . 
ne i ther in t he classical [ID. II) nor in t he qi ianta l version [15). Of pa r t i cu la r interest 
is to not ice that in t he lasl reference it has been shown that mix tu res W give quan
t u m predh tioiis with an upper limit equal to tin* Hell-limit. I he lesson d r a w n from 
these consideration*, yet again con ta ins a reservation as to the appl ica t ion of a priori 
concep t s in t he analysis nl na tu ra l phenomena . 

5 Reality and Bell's Inequalities 
Many la te . dedu< t ion*, of I M 1 \ inequali t ies ['1. If). Kl) have been I . . IMT| H„ t h e . , - . p 
•inn of "I; on i* l»n alit_\ VVh.it makes tin-si- approaches s ssful i j , I hi- fa» Un i/.t bib tv 
of r he probabi l i t ies , \vhn 11 i is i u l i v h.i- bei-u itiU-ipreied a- mu tua l iiidepi udein i of l he 
obs.-i\,ible> for wfm h tin- p iobabi l iU ^aU-uienls n,- in.ide ( e g [')}). 1 hi- . isstnupl i«Hi 
is, however , m it f-si-nt nil fur I he rlerjuct ion of I lie inequali t ies, lu t lie p r e sen t a t i ons 
hy I)e Muvnck and (bidder^Ui . \2\ it i* Mu- p . . , s ih ,Hu ,.f def imn^ a j*ntii p i o b a b d i U 
i l is t r ibut i .ui mi ,i pr<<habiht\ span- th.it is impor tan t Ih»- ie!e\.inl point ln-ie i- t he 
pnss ih ih tv i.f assiiinirii; t he iMstem «• nf >1]**|< >i nl >\«ni -., j . ..bjei 11.. i- .d p m p i j t i.-s 
SIM h an ri-*iimpl HUI i an '>n!\ be mad*- a pr ion K.qualh. tin- dedui i mu nf t h< •;• n 
erali/i-il Hell inequal i t ies In C i r m n o .1 ,il ' | K. depart wig ft. .in a general ized n-.iln> 
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criterion aml -.eparabilty principle, iiltiinaLely demands the introduction of ad hoc 
quantities. These quantities are the a priori given subsets of the quantum ensemble, 
motivated by the generalized principles, on which well-defined probabilities can be 
given for the outcomes of all possible observables on the system. The deduction of 
HelP' inequalities then, as is the case with the EPK analysis, principally seems to rely 
on a priori conceptions of reality. However, as it has been shown elsewhere [15, 17, 18|, 
the rules oi quantum mechanics do not admit the limits set neither by Bell's inequali
ties nor by the generalized inequalities 2 . The discussion of the conceptual foundations 
of a theory therefore cannot be restricted by the considerations made above. 

6 The Importance of The Preparat ion Procedure 
We have indicated that general quantum states cannot be represented by density 
matrices that are describable using classical probability concepts, neither for the 
subensembles [11] nor for the ensemble as a whole [19, 20]. On a more formal basis, 
similar conclusions have been drawn by Gudder in his attempt to construct quantum 
probabilities [12]. 

He has shown that the quantum probabilities, i.e. probabilities related to transi
tion amplitudes, generally are not describable by a classical probability space. Prob-
alii'ily model? based on the latter give rise to Bell-type inequalities for the probabil
ities, while other, less stringent, constraints can be derived for the case of quantum 
probabilities. To describe these, one has to use an extended version of a generalized 
probability .-pan (gps) which generally would have to be adapted to the specific (indi
vidual) quantum slate [12, pp. I60-1S5], The main difference between the extended 
and the ordinary gps is that the ialt^' is based on a ir-algebra while the former is 
based <>n a rr-addit ive class A which does not contain the meet of all possible individual 
events .'1, representing the measured results for the observables A,t i.e. DILi A $ A. 
Therefore it wiii generally not be possible to define a joint probability distribution on 
the extended gps for all experimental outcomes of relevant observables. This reflects 
the fact IIIMI in the quantum mechanical forma'ism not all observables commute. 

For systems prepared in a product state or as mixtures a classical probability 
space is sufficient for their description, as can be recalled from section 1. However, 
this is not the ease for systems prepared in a pure, entangled state. By reviewing the 
argument* from the analysis of the product stat**.-, we f Kit ire that I lie main difference, 
apart f mm I he deterministic outcome for some experiments, is that the product state 
does not i Keif possess any well-defined total spin. The above considerations eqnallv 
apply for mi.xl ures '. 

-'More specifically, pure entangled stall's give predict inns violating the Rene r ali zed inequalities, 
while I hey are ohe>ed l>> I lie prediction* obtained for product stales and mixtures [15]. 

^Aiii.llir-r way "f arguing that |«»re stales possess coherence that lias hern lost in mixtures is lo
using f hi- in'le ni <>f fipii valence classes put forward by Jaucfi ['/Ij Preparing a system of I wo .spin- Xj'l 
p.-irticli-?. in a pure stale p„ with zero angular momentum, mixtures W and VV* can he obtained by 
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Figures 2, '.] and 4 illustrate a possible experimental setting for the extermination 
of the quantity S of Bell's inequalities [22] on a system that is prepared in a product 
state P, in an entangled state pQ or as a mixture W respectively. We assume mat a 
source (s) provides us with systems of two spin-1/2 particles prepared in a f J = 0) 
state, and that the particles individually can be passed through two Stern-Gerlach 
magnets (SG), henceforth denoted primary magnets. If a blocker (B) is placed in 
one of the two paths given by each of the primary magnets, the remaining paths 
now define the properties "spin up" or "spin down" along the axes defined by these 
magnets, e.g. the n- and m-axes in Figure I. From this figure it is realized that 
the sketched procedure completes the preparation of the product states of the type 
/'+ & Q"l 4- The actual measuring ot the quantities necessary to determine S are now 
made by placing an apparatus in the two open paths, each consisting of three more 
SG-magnets and four particle counters (Figure 2). S is determined by registering 
simultaneous counts in counters thai are situated to tiie left and to the right of the 
source. 

For the measurement on systems prepared in pure entangled states or as mixtures, 
different arrangements are required. Take e.g. the zero total angular momentum state 
p0 (Figure 3). In this case no blockers are introduced, but a new apparatus consisting 
of two Sti-magnets and four counters is put into each of the four paths defined by the 
primary magnets. The quantity S is determined in the same way as before. 

Finally, in the case of mixtures, the same setup can again be applied, with the 
exception that devices designed to "clip" the paths are introduced into the path just 
after the primary magnets (denoted by C's in Figure 4). These devices close and 
re-open the paths and „re assumed to operate stochastically. The intention is to 
reduce the wave-packet sufficiently as to make certain tfiat the system is a mixture. 
The property of a definite spin-component along the axes defined by the primary 
magnets may now be attributed to the particles after the "clipping*1-devices, since the 
introduction of these devices brings about a reduction of the initial pure state. This 
reduced stat** is represented by a mixture \V which no longer retains any information 
of its history, since the coherence of the initial stale in the case of an ideal experiment 
is completely lost. Thus, the "clipping" introduces an irreversible change of the initial 
stale, equally, as emphasized in the discu^ion of the product states, tlie introduce ion 
(if beam-blockers irreversibly reduces the initial stale. However, with an experimental 

performing measurements of the individual spins along the iT/in- or n'/m'-axes respectively. We 
notice that in l his case p0 is in tin- same equivalence elas»?, as holh W aml W willi regard to their 
respe. tive haste projection?., {/"' >:Q'n) ami {/"' :•; Q'" \ for W aml W respectively Howevr. W 
l> tmt in I lie equivalence class <•!" W These properties reflect that p() possesses Coherence that h.'LS 
f-ieert inst in W and \V" 

"HVV remark that the prndurt slates in their general form cannot he assumed to he given directly 
by a \.l = 1) nr a \J = 0) state since they do not possess a definite total angular momentum The 
only exception from tins rule is when » - iii. in which rase the I** ;•; Q'±- and '"} ;•; ^ - s t a t e s 
partially cmnpose the \.i = ]) triplet Thus, for ri ? in. the apparat us sketched ahme IS a nn essary. 
if complicated arrangenienl 
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setting as sketched in Figure 3. the measurement process on a system prepared in a 
pure entangled state is reversible at all stages prior to the registration of the particles 
in the counters. In this context, it is not possible to assign elements of reality to the 
properties of individual particles. 

7 Conclusions 
A complete specification of the quanta! state description by the way of locally hidden 
variables, as suggested by Bell [5], gives predictions in the form of Bell's inequalities 
that are not obeyed by the predictions from quantum mechanics. 

The results of the experimental tests by Aspect et al. [22] in response to Bell's 
proposal aie in accordance with the predictions of quantum mechanics and not with 
locally hidden variable theory. It is expected that an experiment of the type sketched 
in Figure :j will give the same result if the initial state provided by the source is the 
singlet spin-state p0. The upper limit of Bell's inequalities will for this experiment 
according to locally hidden variable theory be equal to 2, while quantum mechanics 
predicts the maximum value 'ly/2. It is realized that a locally hidden variable theory 
complies with the EPK requirements to a "complete" theory even if the theory itself 
can only give the upper and lower limits of the inequalities, but fail to predict the 
measured results. As pointed out in the analysis, this is not the case for the entangled 
state po which meets neither with the reality- nor the completeness-criteria of EFK 
or Jarret. However, p0 is local in the sense described by Jarret. 

A measurement on a Iwo-particle spin-1/2 system prepared in a product slate F or 
a.s a mixture YV is not able to distinguish between locally hidden variable theories and 
quantum mechanics, since both predict the same upper limit for Bell's inequalities. 
The EPK-KC will be met only for a specific choice of the directions defined by the 
Stern-Gerlach magnets, coplanar with SG(n) and SC(m), ti and rh being parallell, as 
sketched in Figure 1. The system is then prepared in the state P. P is Jarret-local 
and complete. 

A system prepared as sketched in Figure 1 is represented by the mixture W. For 
this state the KPK-RC i* not applicable. \V is Jarre! local, but not complete in the 
.Jarrct-serine. 

The lesson to be drawn from these considerations- is that the notion1- of local i ty 
and completeness are irrelevant to the question whether or IU ' Bell's inequalities are 
obeyed. The relevant factor* in I his respect are rather connected lo the possibil 
ity of describing events by a classical probability space, and to 1 he non-separabil i ty 
characteristic of the quantum description. 

It has been made clear that the demands on a theory to accept it as complete put 
forward by WW \.\\ and Jarret [ l | are not based on a "direct appeal to experiments and 
measurements" [.(. S], but rather on philosophical att i tudes and conceptions, .(arrets 
cr i ter ion for completeness even makes it possible to lest experimental ly whether or 
not ii s \Mem '' ' in admit a complete theory. We find the above analysis MjtHcirrit to 
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conclude Uiat the search for a complete theory that can replace quantum mechanics 
along the lines indicated by FPR and by .larret is a much to narrow scheme to grasp 
the quantal character of nature. 

Xo experiment on quantal systems has ever been able to extract more information 
than allowed by quantum theory. In this sense, quantum theory so far seems to be 
complete. 
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Fignre 1: Preparation of the state P* ® Q?. 

Figure 2: Principle sketch of an experimental setup descried for the measurement of 
S (see text page 11) on the product state P*®Q*. The Stern-Gerlach magnets (i>G) 
defining the axes a~J, rij, 6| and 6j are denoted as such, while the primary magnets are 
given hy n and m. The dashed box contains the part of the apparatus participating 
in the preparation of the state. 
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Figure 3: Principle sketch of an experimental setup designed for the measurement of 
S (see text page 11) on the pure state po- The Stem-Gerlach magnets (SG) defining 
the axes 01,03,61 and 62 are denoted as such, while the primary magnets are given 
by n and m. The dashed box contains the part of the apparatus participating in the 
preparation of the state. 

Figure 4: Principle sketch of an experimental setup designed for the measurement 
of S (see text pafce 11) on the mixture W. The SlernGcrlach magnets (SG) defining 
the axes d\,o^,6| and by arc denoted as such, while the primary magnets are given 
by n and m. The dashed box contains the part of the apparatus participating in the 
preparation of the state. 
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